PROPER USE OF PADDED SWING AWAY ARMREST

This supplement refers to Padded Swing-Away Armrests, part number 109207, used on wheelchair models Quickie, Q7 (EIR4), GT (EIR3), GTi (EIT4), and Zippie Zone (EIRZ1).

The Padded Swing Away Armrest is primarily for resting the forearm of the chair’s occupant. It is not designed to be a transfer arm for the above chairs. You should always remove the armrests or swing them out of the way during transfers. The armrests are not designed to be used for any activity that puts full body weight on them, such as transferring using this armrest. Failure to follow these instructions can result in severe injury, decreased chair integrity and may void warranty.

Refer to complete owner’s manual for all details and instructions regarding transfers and use of Padded Swing-Away Armrests.

PADDED SWING-AWAY ARMRESTS (Optional)

Swing-away armrests can be detached or can swing away to allow lateral transfers. They are height adjustable (2”) by moving bolts (A) up or down in predrilled holes on armrest bracket.

Swing-away, removable armrests are installed by sliding armrest into receiver (B) on back frame.

Swing-away, angle adjustable

To change the angle, remove bolts (C), reposition to needed angle. Reinsert bolt and tighten.

⚠️ WARNING

Padded swing away armrests are not transfer devices and must be rotated out of the way prior to transferring. Failure to do this on a regular basis can result in decreased chair integrity and may void the warranty.